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ABSTRACT
This paper points to different modes of agency that aimed and are still aiming 
at the transformation of social, political and economic discourse in the direction of 
'conservative modernization' in most Western countries. The paper begins with a brief 
historical sketch of the socio-political circumstances that provided fertile ground for the 
emergence and development of 'conservative modernization', and continues to further 
elaborate the concept through the analysis of the categories that draw from works of 
the Michael W. Apple. The Apple's theoretical apparatus is applied as a 'tool' for the 
analysis of neoliberal, neoconservative, authoritarian-populist and expert conceptual 
and implementation pressures in the process of Comprehensive Curricular Reform 
in Croatia. The concluding section of the paper presents the results of the analysis of 
conceptual and implementation pressures in the process of Comprehensive Curricular 
Reform in Croatia.
Keywords: critical pedagogy, educational discourse, explicit and implicit aims of 
educational reform, politics of education, School for life
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1. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE
This paper starts with the description of the methodology of a theoretical 
research, results of which form the basis for the conclusions of this paper. The 
aim of this paper is to analyse the conceptual and implementational pressures 
of different socio-political actors in the process of theoretical design and practi-
cal implementation of the Comprehensive Curricular Reform in Croatia. The 
classification of actors in the educational policy used for this analysis, were con-
structed by Michael W. Apple. Apple (2012) divides socio-political actors who 
influence the theoretical design and practical implementation of educational 
policy into neoliberals, neoconservatives, authoritarian-populist religious con-
servatives and class of experts. As a method in realising the stated aim of this 
paper, the analysis of dominant socio-political discourses on the subject of Com-
prehensive curricular reform in the public sphere was used with the definition 
of political as a way of thinking, discussing and distributing values  in the society 
(Gee, 2004) through the prism of dominant instance within each group of stake-
holders. Different actors analysed in the paper have different starting point for 
understandings the reality which leads them to different interpretations of the 
same processes and different actions in practice (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). 
Accordingly, the method of discourse analysis is used because it enables the ex-
ploration of the mode of use of (written and spoken) language ‘in order to foster 
certain social activities and identities’ (Gee, 2004, 1). Statements on the Com-
prehensive Curricular Reform served as units of analysis, which were placed in 
the public space by the dominant actors of each of mentioned group. Statements 
used for the purposes of this work were taken from the internet sites of conserva-
tive (Net. Hr and Dnevno.hr), liberal (Index.hr) and moderate (Srednja.hr) ori-
entations. Analysed actors are classified as follows: Associations ‘U ime obitelji’, 
Vigilare and Hrast are designated as neoconservative, supranational instances 
of the World Bank and the European Union and their policies translated into 
labour market transformations in Croatia are classified as neoliberal actors. Also, 
HAZU representatives and the Ministry of Science and Education are classified 
as experts with associated value orientations: HAZU as neutral and the Ministry 
of Science and Education as a mixture of neoliberal and conservative orientation 
(resulting from its political orientation).
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2.  DEFINING 'CONSERVATIVE MODERNIZATION'
What we noted and what motivated us for this article, is the presence of the 
'conservative modernization' in the educational discourse1 at global, regional and 
local level. Michael W. Apple, the founder of the theory of 'conservative moderni-
zation' in the educational discourse, was the first to mention and elaborate the 
concept of 'conservative modernization' in 1979 in his book Ideology and Cur-
riculum. Apple defines 'conservative modernization' as 'a movement that seeks to 
redefine the purpose and determine [the direction of] the further development of 
education, as a practice and expensive policy' (Apple, 2012, 380). The same defini-
tion applies today. This movement represents a community of the contradictory 
actors: neoliberals, neoconservatives, authoritarian-populist (religious) conserva-
tives, and middle-class experts (Apple, 2012, 382-385). The answer to the question 
which group of actors is most powerful in the Comprehensive Curricular Reform 
process in Croatia is not straight-forward but one of the possible answers will be 
provided in this paper. Before answering this question, the development sketch 
of the role and importance of 'conservative modernization' actors in the Croatian 
context is presented together with the reasons why 'conservative modernization', 
in the opinion of the authors’ of this paper, represents the dominant orientation in 
the economic, political and social systems in Croatia.
2.1. Sketch of the role and Importance of Certain Actors of 
'Conservative Modernization' in the Context of Croatia
When trying to determine the hierarchy of influence of these actors in the 
context of Croatia, it becomes apparent that the class of experts have a role to ser-
vice the needs and wishes of other classes. The class of experts is at the forefront 
when it becomes necessary to legitimize the need to initiate the process of the edu-
cational reform and theoretically conceptualize the reform. Yet, at the moment 
of its practical implementation into the educational practice, experts vanish from 
the discussion of reform efforts. When analysing the second group of actors - the 
neoliberals - the problem arises from the fact that these actors are twofold hidden; 
first, they are located outside of Croatia, and secondly they are scarcely present 
and known to the public sphere.2 This does not mean that they do not act, but 
1  The discourse in this paper is understood in the broadest possible form, which means that it covers 
all interested actors, regardless of their legitimacy, ideological position and the scientific basis of the 
argument.
2 If they are present in the public sphere they are portrayed as positive actors who wish us all the best, 
which in practice is usually not true. However, the problem of instrumentalisation of the media in 
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that their influence is more difficult to notice. Because they represent a neoliberal 
orientation, their influence should be visible in calls for the privatization of edu-
cation, freedom of choice and greater teacher’s responsibility, while reducing the 
expenditures for education. The privatization of education is currently not on the 
agenda after the successful blockade of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sci-
ences at the University of Zagreb by the students who have won the right to attend 
the higher education free of tuition.3 The stated does not mean that an appropri-
ate set of circumstances, in which a complete privatization of educational system 
would be feasible in practice with a minimum of resistance, is not awaited. On the 
other hand, it can be seen that the state budget for education never has or hardly 
ever has sufficient funds. 
Apple conducted analysis for construction of these categories in the US so the 
division to neoconservatives and authoritarian-populist (religious) conservatives 
proves to be justified. However, the authors of this paper believe that, in the Croa-
tian context, the two groups are united under the auspices of the neoconservative 
(religious) current whose spokesmen are Željka Markić, the president of the As-
sociation U ime obitelji, Vigilare and its president Vice J. Batarelo, and HRAST and 
its president Ladislav Iličić. The difference between the neoconservatives and the 
authoritarian-religious populists is in the knowledge they seek to designate official 
through the national curricula (Apple, 1982; 2004; 2006; 2012). While there are dif-
ferences between the two groups in the US where Apple conducted the analysis 
and the classification, the authors of this paper believe there are no such differences 
between the same groups in the Croatian context. Values and attitudes of the men-
tioned representatives of these two groups of actors in Croatia could be summa-
rized as a celebration of heteronormative family and Christianity, the opposition 
to the rights of the LGBTQ community and the legalization of abortion. It could 
be said that they represent conservative values, their aim is to promote conserva-
tism as a legitimate option"4 and the education is an important area of  activity for 
them.5 However, in the case of Croatia, they do not have sufficient political power 
to impose religious dogmas throughout the curricula (with particular emphasis on 
history and biology), which places them at the neoconservative rather than extreme 
Croatia and their overall lack of autonomy and criticism (especially in the case of HRT) is not the 
subject of this paper.
3  „The Land of Knowledge (Blockade of the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb 2009) Full Movie"(https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VT_LUmieLM) Site visited 12th November 2019.
4 (http://vigilare.org/tko-smo/) Site visited 12th November 2019.
5  For a more detailed analysis of this actor, see Apple (2006). We believe that the vast majority of what 
is written in this book can be translated into the current context of Croatia.
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authoritarian-populist end of actors in the process of educational policy making. 
The reason why we think it is justified to treat the two mentioned groups as one 
and which is neoconservative, is the absence of politically significant and potent 
demands for education based solely on Christian dogmas, which is a fundamental 
endeavour of religious-authoritarian populists as Apple (2006) defines them. 
Although this paper researches the impact of 'conservative modernization' 
on the educational system and, consequently, the prevailing discourse (McLaren, 
1995), it should be noted that this situation is an ideological ‘spillover’ from the 
socio-political system. Within the last four decades a growing power of conserva-
tive socio-political orientations could be seen in most Western countries around 
mainly social, economic and ideological controversies (Royce, 2010), and the same 
tendencies have been observed in young people from Croatia (Ilišin et al., 2013). 
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the consequent disappearance of social-
ism from the socio-political scene, the conservative forces victoriously declared 
the end of history (Fukuyama, 1994) effectively preventing the creation of alterna-
tive socio-political narratives (Giroux, 2011; 2014; 2018a; 2018b).
2.2. Analysis of Different Actors of the ‘Conservative 
Modernization’ in the Croatian Context
In this part of the paper, we will endeavour to analyse each of these groups in 
greater detail, taking into account their main representatives (mainly associations 
and their official and unofficial spokespersons, i.e. holders of basic discourse) in 
the public sphere and their conceptual and implementational pressures in the pro-
cess of the Comprehensive curricular reform.6
2.2.1. Representatives of the Neoliberals and their Conceptual 
and Implementational Pressures
The representatives of neoliberals are numerous and they are united under the 
idea that the market is the element that determines the educational system to which 
the system is subordinate, so we conclude that they take over the dominant ideas of 
neoliberalism in education which are present in most developed western countries 
(Beroš, 2018b). The neoliberal representatives also believe that ‘the influence of 
the school is not large’ (Sesardić, January 7, 2018), so they do not understand why 
there are discussions on the purpose of education. Yet even though they do not un-
derstand it, they wholeheartedly hold STEM to be the content basis of the educa-
6  The Comprehensive Curricular Reform will be stated as CCR throughout the rest of the text.
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tional system (Sesardić, January 7, 2018). They advocate the commercialization of 
education, the idea with elitism and stratification of society on all issues as its core 
(Peović Vuković, May 31st, 2017). The problematic nature of neoliberal conceptual 
pressures becomes apparent when the head of the expert working group (ERS) for 
CCR says that ‘the very idea of  curricular reform is 'entrepreneurial'’ (Jokić, 2016 
according to Lukić & Maslov, 2018, 306), and his successor states entrepreneur-
ship as one of the fundamental values  on which the reformed educational system 
should rest (Vican & Glunčić, 2016 according to Lukić and Maslov, 2018, 306). 
The question, then, is as follows: are not all the elements that make up parts of 
the CCR basically neoliberal? If we add to all of which has already been stated the 
fact that the drivers for reforming the educational system are poor results in PISA 
tests, the economic market (un)competitiveness of the state in international frame-
works, and the need to educate workers capable of 21st century market struggles 
(Beroš, 2018b), we may wonder are neoliberal stakeholders the most important in 
the CCR process, and what are their implementational pressures?
The most obvious implementational pressure is certainly the aforementioned 
emphasis on the importance of entrepreneurship and its incorporation into the 
everyday life of the school. Furthermore, emphasizing the need for the education 
system to anticipate and advance the needs of the labour market places the ideas of 
employability, standardization and measurement at the centre of all theoretical and 
practical endeavours (Žiljak, 2009; Zhao, 2009; Sahlberg, 2015; Apple, 2006; Jarvis, 
1993; Giroux, 2011; 2014). This becomes the explicit norm in adopting a curricular 
approach to planning and programming of the educational system that rests on 
the idea of  competency. Now the new question arises: what are the implications of 
adopting a curricular approach to planning and programming of the educational 
system to the prevailing understanding of students from a psychological and peda-
gogical point of view?
Ćatić (2012) raises the question of the justification for the creation of cur-
ricula on competency approach and its focus on their development, as economic 
principles and the orientation to the efficiency of the entire educational system 
are introduced. With the adoption of competency approach, most of the power is 
obtained by the economic sector which transforms education into a commodity, 
while the really necessary competences remain in the background (Giroux, 2011; 
2014). By unfolding the political changes in the society, at the same time the cog-
nition develops. It also transcends the boundaries of geometric progression and 
creates unsurpassed knowledge, the control of which should be provided by a sys-
tem of complementary competences. However, by adopting a competency-based 
approach to planning and programming the educational system, the exchanges 
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based on pluralism do not happen and the consolidation of newly established rela-
tions (especially democratic ones) is neglected. That may be the reason for retain-
ing the characteristics of totalitarian societies in school relations (Sekulić-Majurec, 
2005). The competency-based approach to the educational process does not have 
a developed theory of the educational goals directed at the welfare of the society as 
a whole, nor a method for its eventual realization in practice.
The components and guiding lines of the school curricula according to Jurić 
(2005, 186) should be: ensuring the quality of teaching, parents and schools with a 
high degree of rapprochement, the concern for continuous learning and advance-
ment, internal and external cohesion, the rational use of working time, the care for 
ideal learning conditions and encouraging open communication. These compo-
nents represent the pieces needed for the proper steering of the democratic and 
contemporary curricula. An important part of the contemporary school curricula 
is its hidden part, which ‘brings together all the publicly unrecognized, disowned 
and unforeseen values, knowledge and attitudes that students emphasize and 
transform into behavioural life patterns. The implicit messages are embedded into 
the structure of the public curricula across goals, values, content and expected out-
comes’ (Mlinarević, 2016, 14). The responsibility of teachers to fulfil its own com-
mitment to the competencies and professionalism requirements that this approach 
requires of them also plays a prominent role (Hrvatić & Piršl, 2007). Acquiring 
different and usable competencies is the (theoretical) aspiration of the educational 
system. From a competency-based perspective, the most important competence 
is knowledge that is usable (Keane, 2016) and offers a transition to a higher level 
than factual, and ideas need to be new and original (Baer,  2012). In a transition 
to the standardized curricula, technocratic governance and (political) control of 
educational manifests and the absence of a pedagogically and scientifically based 
approach to the educational reform becomes visible (Marsh, 1994; Palekčić, 2007). 
Furthermore, the position of the educational system as one of the social subsys-
tems (Pastuović, 1999) highlights the hidden side of the systematic alteration of 
problematic areas of social subsystems, which can become an overly complicated 
undertaking. This thinking leads us to the need for major changes of the basic so-
cial values. The curricula design should strive to the knowledge and values that are 
important for preparing the students for after-school life (Howe, 2002).
The core values  underlying the neoliberal orientation, perceived as a dominant 
sociological paradigm, are ‘uncertainty and risk’ (Lukić & Maslov, 2018, 309). By 
accepting these core values  as those that determine the process of the CCR, origi-
nating from the immediate socio-economic reality (Vrančić et al., 2016 according 
to Lukić & Maslov, 2018) into which the educational process is immersed, it fol-
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lows that the need to educate individuals capable to adapt to constant risks and 
change is a supreme imperative. In order to achieve this, the state must have a direct 
control over the educational system (Karsten, 1999) to be sure that the system as 
a result provides individuals with a certain set of competencies. For the state to be 
sure that individuals after completing a certain level of education possess the set of 
competencies envisaged by the curricula, the quality control is performed through 
national tests, i.e. the state matriculation in the case of Croatia. After the quality 
control has been carried out, a ranking of the performance of schools and individu-
als at the state matriculation examination is created (Božić, 2018), which satisfies 
the neoliberal requirement for accountability of school toward students/consumers 
(Gordon & Whitty, 1997). The aforementioned imperative to educate individuals 
ready to enter the (existing) labour market and accept the continuous competition 
is not questioned in the process of the CCR, and the prevailing opinion is that it 
does not need to be legitimized at all, since it represents the only option for reform 
activities from the perspective of neoliberals. There is also no discussion of the dif-
ficulties associated with measuring the outcomes of the educational process and 
comparing different schools for the purposes of ranking (Ball, 2007).
2.2.2. Representatives of the Neoconservative (Authoritorian-
Populist) Current and their Conceptual and Implementational 
Pressures
As explained earlier in this paper, the authors have approached the analysis of 
authoritarian-populist and religious-conservative actors in the educational system 
as a group united under the neoconservative current. As a dominant actor in this 
field, the association U ime obitelji and its unofficial spokeswoman Željka Markić 
stand out. The said Association ‘was created on the activities of the civic initia-
tive 'On behalf of the family', which brings together individuals, families, civic and 
religious associations, communities and movements - all those who promote uni-
versal human values  - marriage and family.’7 As stated in the Association’s Statute 
(Article 6), the goals and activities of the Association focus on family and family 
values, marriage, motherhood and paternity,8 as well as the cultural activities that 
contribute to the realization of these values, and the areas of activity of the As-
sociation, in accordance with its objectives, are inter alia education, science and 
7  (https://uimeobitelji.net/preuzmi/) Site visited 12th November 2019.
8  Statute of the Association U ime obitelji (https://uimeobitelji.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Statut-
17Jul18.-iz-Registra-udruga.pdf) Site visited 12th November 2019.
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research.9 Furthermore, in the first successful referendum in the Republic of Croa-
tia, which resulted in the ‘constitutional definition of marriage as a union of men 
and women’ (Petričušić et al., 2017, 61), The Association U ime obitelji insisted that 
the ‘traditional values  of Croatian society should be protected by the sanctification 
of (italics I.B.) traditional, heteronormative definitions of a family’ (Petričušić et 
al., 2017, 61). The fact that the results confirmed the referendum question made it 
clear that the ‘Croatian society is conservative’ (Petričušić et al., 2017, 62).
This paper raises the question about the quality and quantity of conceptual 
and implementational pressures that the Association directed towards CCR since 
it explicitly cites education as one of its areas of activity.
The authors of this paper believe that the Association U ime obitelji occupies 
the role of an opponent (Kovač, 2007) in the process of CCR processes, and the 
reasons for this conclusion are given below. One of the ways of obstruction of the 
reform efforts used by the said Association is the flooding of the media space10 
in which the CCR-related dialogue was to develop. This form of obstruction is 
complemented by turning scientific debate and reform efforts into the ideological 
quarrels and placing non-existent reform motivators (Sahlberg, 2015) at the centre 
of public media discourse. Without any argument, Željka Markić writes that ‘po-
litically motivated and indoctrinated educational reform is equally dangerous and 
bad for our children and the future of Croatia when implemented by Milanović's 
head of the ERS Jokić and when implemented by Plenković's head of the ERS Div-
jak’ (Veronika S, September 14th 2017). According to this statement, in the opinion 
of Željka Markić, the motive for the reform efforts is an ideology, not a desire to 
bring the Croatian education system closer to the best educational systems in the 
world. The Association's implementational pressures became most evident in the 
Croatian language curricula, which the Association opposed ‘seeking to remove 
authors such as Zoran Ferić, Kristian Novak, Dubravka Ugrešić and Slavenka 
Drakulić from the reading list. The Association claimed that these authors were 
directing young people to the topics of sexuality and that in this way pupils were 
going to become addicted to pornography, rather than develop the need to read 
the classics and expand the intellectual horizons, which is contrary to the moral 
dimension of the school and teaching of the Croatian language’ (Pauček Šljivak, 
Februrary 6th 2018).
Criticizing the proposed choice of books to be included in the mandatory 
reading list (and proposing its own list), Željka Markić takes on the role of an indi-
9  Cf. Ibidem.
10  A search on Google with the keywords 'Željka Markić' and 'education reform' produced 19,600 results 
on October 11th, 2019.
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vidual who has the right to determine the content of the curricula, thus obstruct-
ing the efforts based on the dialogue of all interested stakeholders. And finally, the 
power of (mostly conceptual) influences of the Association U ime obitelji in the 
process of the CCR became evident by the election of Jasminka Buljan Culej as the 
‘head of the expert working group for the implementation of curricular reform’ 
(Kukec, 2017). This is significant because Buljan Culej is ‘a person close to Željko 
Markić's circles’ (Kukec, 2017). 
One more conservative actor who has taken an ambivalent position towards 
the the CCR is the National Council for Education in which six of the eight mem-
bers came from conservative circles (Brkulj, June 1st, 2017). The very fact that 
‘there are no specific criteria, nor is it stated anywhere who elects [members of 
the Council] within the Ministry and by which criterion, other than those stated 
in the public invitation’ (Brkulj, June 1st, 2017), casts doubt on its legitimacy. The 
National Council for Education is ‘a strategic body that monitors the quality of 
the pre-school, primary and secondary education system in Croatia’ (Brkulj, June 
1st, 2017). Therefore, if their members are of the conservative orientation, it then 
prevails a shift made from the initial ideas on which the CCR was based. Since the 
Council has an evaluative role, it is easy to imagine that the value preferences of 
members will play a role in the exercise of the Council's role. Thus, for example, 
Council member Valentina Jerković ‘during 2013 and the Referendum on the con-
stitutional definition of marriage, was (…) the the coordinator of the association U 
ime obitelji for the Primorsko-Gorska county’ (Krštul, May 28th, 2017).
2.2.3. Representatives of the Class of Experts and Their 
Conceptual and Implementational Pressures 
The most prominent representatives of the class of experts are the members 
of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts (HAZU), and their 'spokesperson' 
Vladimir Paar, the President of the Scientific Council for Education of HAZU. 
Their pressures, which we will analyse in this section, are mostly conceptual and 
less implementational in nature. The members of HAZU consider that at the con-
ceptual level, the ‘CCR is full of errors, wrong conceptions, vague formulations and 
profound misunderstandings of the teaching content and methods’ (Paar & Šestić, 
2017, 24), and ‘certain segments of the CCR made by members of The Expert 
Working Group and subject committees are not in line with the scientific facts and 
findings, probably as a result of a lack of deeper knowledge of the parent scientific 
disciplines, so they need to be rewritten’ (Paar & Šestić, 2017, 25). It is interesting 
that HAZU also refers to teachers who should implement the CCR and states that 
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‘teachers in Croatian schools are not sufficiently qualified at the moment and the 
needed material and technical preconditions for major and abrupt changes in the 
existing education system are not in place’ (Paar & Šestić, 2017, 25). They also 
claim that ‘the CCR is not aligned with the programs of institutions that educate 
primary and secondary school teachers who should implement it’ (Paar & Šestić, 
2017, 25). 
The implementational pressures of HAZU are expressed through the Recom-
mendations of the Scientific Council for Education of HAZU. The Council believes 
that it is necessary to expand the expert working group before reforming the edu-
cational system and carry out a ‘thorough analysis of the current situation, with 
the constant supervision of the highest state body, that is, the Parliament of the 
Republic of Croatia’ (Paar & Šetić, 2017, 26). They also believe it is necessary to 
change the methodology of the CCR. HAZU believes that ‘the central issue for 
successful realisation of the curricular reform is the prior intensive and continuous 
professional training of teachers and professors with adequate material and status 
incentives and proper school equipment’ (Paar & Šetić, 2017, 26). 
2.2.4. A Review of the Implementational and Conceptual 
Pressures of Different Representatives
In a discussion surrounding the CCR, neoliberal representatives were the 
most vocal group in the implementational and conceptual terms, pointing toward 
(how they believe) the only possible aim of the educational system, i. e. the ever-
increasing degree of the employability and the international competitiveness of the 
Croatian economy. Although their position indicates the instrumentalists' under-
standing of the goals of the educational system with an exclusive (implicit) empha-
sis on maintaining the socio- political status quo, they believe that the debate on 
the CCR should be removed from the grip of ideology and directed toward the fu-
ture. The experimental implementation of the CCR through the 'School for Life'11 
project indicates that neoliberal representatives have succeeded in putting this idea 
into practice. In the case of the 'School for Life' only the form remained relevant, 
which is illustrated by the fact that tablets arrived in only 11 of the 74 ‘Schools of 
life’ and are being continously used in only four (Gelenčir, 2018). In the prepa-
ration of 'School for Life', tablets became synonymous with CCR, teacher train-
ing through Loomen12 proved to be insufficient and inadequate for the front-end 
11  'School for life' has almost no common elements with CCR's conceptual and practical ideas, but we 
will not discuss this in more detail in this paper.
12  „CARNET Loomen is a complete online distance learning platform. CARNET Loomen enables users 
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implementation of the 'School for Life' curricula, the curricula differ from those 
tested in experimental schools, the results achieved by students involved in experi-
mental implementation of the 'School for Life' are lower than expected and there is 
no political consensus on the future of the CCR (Krštul, 2019a). Neither should the 
financial background of the 'Schools for Life' project, which has not been bypassed 
or the corruption scandals, be overlooked. Specifically, ‘tens or more hundreds of 
thousands of kunas were paid to individuals, mainly teachers who worked on the 
preparation of the pilot school, in the nine months of 2018 from the EU project 
'Support for the implementation of the Comprehensive Curricular Reform' (CCR 
I)’ (Krštul, 2019b, highlighted in the original). As it was written, the 'School for 
Life' is basically a neoliberal project with the final result in the transfer of public 
funds to private accounts, i.e. it shows the dominant influence of the neoliberal ac-
tors on the implementation of CCR in practice. 
The experimental implementation of the 'School for Life' neglected all the 
problems that (if the Ministry of Education wanted the project to be successful) 
had to be solved. The infrastructure of some schools that participated in the ex-
perimental implementation of the 'School for Life' does not meet the legal stand-
ards, the teaching materials were not prepared on time, the teachers were not suffi-
ciently qualified to introduce the announced changes or did not have the necessary 
support. Ultimately, the overall climate created around the 'School for Life' was not 
stimulating but threatening for most teachers.
Representatives of the neoconservative current were the most vocal in con-
ceptual terms. While looking at the curricula that form the backbone of the 'School 
of Life', it becomes evident that the representatives of this group had a strong value 
and conceptual influence on the development of teaching materials. Furthermore, 
in the fact that Civic education is still conceived and implemented in practice as 
a cross-curricular theme13, tendencies of conservative orientation in the educa-
tional system are obvious while the system is cleansed of controversial, critical, eco-
nomic and political issues that may lead to questioning and conflicting with the 
prevailing social-political and economic dogmas. Finally, after the initial phase, 
representatives of the class of experts have almost completely disappeared from the 
discourse of the CCR and have been reduced (by their own decision) to the role of 
to take and author courses, test knowledge, hand in and control assignments, make attendance records 
and use communication platform. In addition, it offers a number of other options that can, in some 
cases, completely replace the classic classroom, but also provide opportunities that we cannot achieve 
with conventional teaching methods” (https://www.carnet.hr/usluga/loomen/) Site visited 23rd 
November 2019.
13  Although research shows that the educational outcomes of this area are more successfully realized 
when civic education is conceived as a stand-alone subject (see Sinclair, 2004; Oxfam, 2006)
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observers, who became involved when it was necessary to legitimize the dominant 
educational discourse. The fact that the class of experts readily conceded its lead-
ing role in the process of the CCR to marginal associations and political groups is 
worrying, as it indicates the alienation of intellectuals from everyday life and their 
sterile inability to put into practice their own theoretical ideas. In this way, the 
experts hand on the implementational phase of the CCR to those who are seeking 
a way to achieve their particular goals in education. Experts halted their reform ef-
forts at a crucial moment and from that fact it could be concluded that the class of 
experts did not involve in the reform process willingly but were pushed into it by 
their role as experts in specific areas of science.
2.3. Educational Reality through the Prism of 
the ‘Conservative Modernization’14
Now we stand before the question of what is the situation in the Croatian edu-
cational system. HZZ15 makes recommendations for employment in every county 
every year, and the situation is generally known: we need services and manufactur-
ing workers that (largely) do not require higher education but secondary educa-
tion, and as far as the higher education is concerned, we lack students who gradu-
ate in the medical, mathematical, physical, mechanical engineering and electrical 
engineering areas (HZZ, 2016).16 The neoliberal turn is also present in Croatia 
(but not so pronounced), which is evident from the questions posed by Jutarnji 
List journalist Mirela Lilek ‘A big analysis of cause: where did we all go wrong? 
Why are we bad at PISA tests and why doesn't anyone get upset?’ (2016). 
From the introductory paragraph, two conclusions emerge: the education in 
Croatia does not meet the needs of the labour market (and neoliberals say this 
is the basic function of the educational system) and no one is upset (and should 
they be?) because of the poor results of PISA tests. Let us start from the bottom: 
Finns were in awe and did not know what was happening when they came first in 
the 2000 PISA examination (Sahlberg, 2015). What we want to emphasize is the 
reverse logic in the cases of Croatia and Finland. Finns have created quality educa-
tion for the children and young people who it was initially intended for. Their main 
14  This part of the paper was taken from an earlier published paper (Beroš, 2018b) because we believe 
that nothing has changed significantly since the publication of this paper the aforementioned analysis 
still corresponds to the real situation in the field of educational policy. However, minimal changes have 
been made to fit the situation as accurately as possible.
15  Croatian employment service.
16  A large proportion of graduates go to European and Scandinavian countries where working and living 
conditions, as well as opportunities for progress are far better than is the case in Croatia.
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goal was to develop an economy and society based on the idea of competence and 
social justice. On the other side, the Croats are embarking on a reform based only 
on the results of the PISA test that they found their education in crisis! Secondly, 
education does not meet the needs of the labour market: who says this is the main 
role of education other than neoliberals, of course?
And so, after being diagnosed (Ahec Šonje, 2018), the Croatian educational 
system is undergoing the CCR. What does the CCR bring to us?17 The CCR has 
isolated itself from broader societal problems, the solution of which is a neces-
sary prerequisite for the eventual success of any educational reform. The pandemic 
problems of corruption, nepotism, dysfunctional judiciary system, political pop-
ulism, politically controlled media, and the interference of the Church with the 
spheres that do not belong to it in the secular society, have been put aside. What 
change can educational reform conceptualiased in this way produce?
Only cosmetic and technical changes can be produced. The old method is 
replaced by the new one, old question formulation with a new question formula-
tion.18 Do we have financial resources for the reform? According to the informa-
tion transmitted by Hina (2018), the answer is positive: ‘the European Commis-
sion has supported curricular reform and provided an additional around four mil-
lion kunas for the technical support in its implementation’ (19.1). But the question 
is: what will the secured funds be used for? The Civic Education Initiative (GOO) 
argues that the effective resources available to implement the reform are not suf-
ficient ‘because as much as 75 percent of the funds are earmarked for the procure-
ment of IT equipment’ (Srzić, 2018). What about the remaining funds? Will new 
textbooks and all supporting materials be published? Maybe. Who will participate 
in their development? And again we are in the field of the previously described 
Apple's division of 'conservative modernization' actors.
The textbook development process is an area that requires a continuous dia-
logue, a predefined but flexible vision, transparency and thinking framed by long-
term policies.19 In the process of the CCR, the aforementioned dialogue between 
the Ministry of Science and Education and the publishers has not been established. 
Instead their communication is about the ultimatums and unilaterally defined 
17  Again, a subjective picture that moves away from the declarative and publicly presented goals will be 
presented here in an attempt to analyse CCR's "hidden curriculum". This is not to say that the actors 
involved in the reform process are in any way malicious and want to harm children and the state. 
This means that educational policy takes the ideas offered to it by the professionals and shapes them 
in a way (which, in their opinion) meets their own needs, provides them with political-ideological 
dominance and enables them to create some sort of political consensus that keeps them in power.
18  This became evident in the realization of the ‘School for Life’.
19  Here, the word policy is used with meaning of public (sectoral) policy (Kovač, 2007; Heck, 2008).
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guidelines for the development of textbooks. The development of textbooks is 
required without the curricula of all the educational fields being completed and 
peer-reviewed, and a clear and unambiguous legal framework defining the process 
of textbook development has been put in place (Lilek, 8th May 2018; Krštul, 13th 
May 2018). The textbooks (implicitly in their purpose) contain a question whose 
knowledge and values is the official knowledge contained in the textbooks?20 (Ap-
ple, 1982; 2006; 2012)
In the focus of the discussion on teaching materials ‘a paradigm shift and an 
emphasis on problem solving and critical thinking’ (Hina, 25th May 2018.) were 
placed. Minister Divljak emphasizes that ‘a big portion of the material will be digi-
tized and a certain part will be made in printed form, but this will not necessarily be a 
classic book but something much more concise and perhaps simpler. It is not just the 
fact that the school bag will be 30 percent easier, but also that we have thrown out at 
least 30 percent of the rote learning’ (Hina, 25th May 2018). This is where part of the 
discourse of the knowledge society (UNESCO, 2006) emerges, in which educational 
content is digitized and pupils’ bags become easier. But the elements of emancipatory 
education focused on the broader socio-political context and analysis of the socio-
political power relations do not emerge. There is the domesticated idea of a society 
based on knowledge society which stops at the change of methods and means. The 
question is: why there is so much haste for making new textbooks instead of focus-
ing on their quality? The answer is provided by Liessmann's (2008) phantasm of a 
permanent reform, which does not allow slowing down for reflection.
As it became clear when trying to introduce the Health Education, the at-
tempts of resistance are numerous, and because of the different worldviews of 
parents, teachers and policy makers, we are ready to forget those who (at least at 
the declarative level) are the most important in the whole story - students (Krštul, 
2017). The same situation is with the Civic Education, which was formally intro-
duced as a cross-curricular theme (Gelenčir, 2016), but the question is how much 
of its goals is realised in practice (Spajić-Vrkaš, 2015)? What can be deduced from 
all the above? 'The Conservative modernization' (Apple, 2005; 2006) is healthy and 
strong in Croatia and anyone who does not like that fact can leave - says no more 
or less than the president of the country!’ (Klauški, 2017)
20  The same question has arisen in the case of the introduction of Health Education in schools.
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3. TOWARD CONCLUSION
In this paper which rests on the typology of the actors in the educational pol-
icy constructed by Michael W. Apple's, we tried to show the different conceptual 
and implementational pressures of each individual group of actors in the process 
of designing and implementing the CCR. In doing so, we used a method of socio-
political discourse analysis constructed within the public space by dominant actors 
of neoliberal, neoconservatives, and a class of expert’s stakeholders. The sources for 
the extraction of discourse were the statements on the CCR, which were placed in 
the public space by the dominant actors of each of the above mentioned groups. 
The text brings testimonials of some of the leaders of the conservative (Net. Hr and 
Dnevno.hr), liberal (Index.hr) and moderate (Srednja.hr) orientations. The actors 
analysed are classified as follows: Associations U ime obitelji, Vigilare and Hrast are 
designated as neoconservative, supranational instances of the World Bank and the 
European Union and their policies translated into practice through transforma-
tions in the labour market in Croatia as the neoliberal actors, and the representa-
tives of HAZU and the Ministry of Science and Education as experts with follow-
ing value orientations: HAZU as neutral and Ministry of Science and Education 
as a mixture of neoliberal and conservative orientations resulting from its political 
orientation.
Following the analysis, we came to the following conclusions. In the context 
of Croatia, it is justified to approach the analysis of the authoritarian-populist and 
religious-conservative actors in the educational system as a group united under the 
neoconservative current. In discussing the CCR, the neoliberals were the most vo-
cal group in the implementational and conceptual terms, pointing to the only pos-
sible goal of the educational system, i.e. the ever-increasing degree of employability 
and international competitiveness of the Croatian economy, and their strength was 
shown in conception and realization of the 'Schools for life'. The representatives 
of the neoconservative current were the most vocal in conceptual terms, and by 
looking at the curricula that form the backbone of the 'School for Life', it becomes 
apparent that the representatives of this group had a strong value and conceptual 
influence on the development of teaching materials. Finally, after the initial phase, 
the representatives of the class of experts almost completely lost their place in the 
discourse on the CCR and were reduced (by their own will) to the role of observ-
ers, who became involved when it was necessary to legitimize the dominant edu-
cational discourse.
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Ivan Beroš   
THE IMPACT OF THE 'CONSERVATIVE MODERNIZATION' ON THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM...
UTJECAJ 'KONZERVATIVNE MODERNIZACIJE' NA 
ODGOJNO-OBRAZOVNI SUSTAV U HRVATSKOJ: 
IDEJNI I IMPLEMENTACIJSKI PRITISCI U 
PROCESU CJELOVITE KURIKULARNE REFORME
SAŽETAK
U radu se ukazuje na različite modalitete djelovanja koji su za cilj imali (i još 
uvijek imaju) transformaciju socijalnih, političkih i ekonomskih društvenih dis-
kursa u smjeru 'konzervativne modernizacije' u većini zapadnih zemalja. Započi-
nje se kratkom povijesnom skicom društveno-političkih okolnosti koje su pružile 
plodno tlo za nastanak i razvoj 'konzervativne modernizacije', a potom se prelazi 
na detaljniju razradu koncepta kroz analizu kategorija koje ga sačinjavaju osla-
njajući se na radove Michael W. Applea. Appleov teorijski aparat se primjenjuje 
kao 'alat' za analizu neoliberalnih, neokonzervativnih te ekspertnih idejnih i im-
plementacijskih pritisaka u procesu Cjelovite kurikularne reforme u Hrvatskoj. U 
zaključnom dijelu rada prikazuju se rezultati analize idejnih i implementacijskih 
pritisaka različitih aktera u procesu Cjelovite kurikularne reforme u Hrvatskoj.
Ključne riječi: kritička pedagogija, odgojno-obrazovni diskurs, eksplicitni i 
implicitni ciljevi odgojno-obrazovne reforme, politika obrazovanja, Škola za život

